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ABSTRACT

Page

Computer assisted instruction offers an individualized, self-pacQ

learning mode with potential Cost-efficiency

Terminals in t e Merrill Library were purchased in the summer. of

1972 as a demon tration project, and have been used mainly for
Computer Assisted Testing (CA' q 2

Initially, more problems with equipment breakdoWns were encountered
than had been anticipat5d, but reliability has improved considerably

Financial arrangements 'for use of the terminals have been arranged,

to maximize the appeal to users 5

.4 This study involved structured interviews, with students, library

staff, faculty users, and potential users, asking questions about

(1) the extent of CAI use; (2) factors encouraging or hinderi'hg
CPI use;. (3) how people feel about the system; and (4) possible

alternative approaches . 7

With the exception of a portion of the library staff feelings ex-
pressed about the CAI system veregenerally positive. Negative

feeling *'encountered were due to mechanical difficulties . 10

The level of usage of the MLL1P terminals prior to fall quarter

1974 was loth, mainly used by a single pfofestor. since'fall

quarter, a, number of other users have developed and implemented pro-

gras0 p 11,

A number, of factors encouraging CAI use were noted, particularly

the self-paced nature of instruction, the novelty of the approach,

and the flexibility in scheduling 12

Mechanical complaints were clearly the major factor disco aging

CAI use, although'some additional factors were cited . . .... 13

Many suggested improvements -follow from the factors discouraging

"use, such as (1) upgrade mechanical reliability; (2) simplify,

instxuEtions to students; (3) offer a woiNkshop for potential faculty

users

Some,additiona1 suggestiondIwere considered noteworthy; e.g.
(1) run an independent telephone line to eliminate monthly'charges;
(2) use the present administrative terminals for CAI on a shared

time basis

_17

13



Cost-benefit calculations give an estimate of efficiency, but do not
answer questions about the.social value of expenditure or the dis-
tribuIpn of benefits

Calculations attempted to provide an estimate.of costs-in'the low
to moderate range, on a monthly basis

11

iii

P40,

16

17

With the previous limited level of usage, costs per student session
on the terminal are considerably more than the hypothetical use of

. individual tutors would be 21

However, with the anticipated program-expansion for winter quarter,
costs per student session for"the CAI terminals are roughly equiva-
lent to the hypothetical tutorial model, with possible further
cost reductions if student usage were increased . . . 21

,
Six recommendations for,CAI operation resulting from this study
are as follaVs: (1) set Up a clear maintenance agreement; (2) ex-
pand usage of present terminals by increasing the numbers of student
and faculty users; (3) conduct a feasibility study installation of

university - owned computer line; (4) relocatcp the library's tele-
type terminal to allow its use for CAI; (4) continue efforts to
simplify operations for students, faculty, and library staff; and
C6) set up a simple monitoring system to give information about
costs and usage of the system 27

'
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II. FOREWORD
0

V

S

Computer assisted instruction (CAI ) was begun at the Merrill

Library at Utah State University in the summer of 1972 with several
I

purposes in mind. CAI represented a new direction in instructional

media which offered considerable promise in individualizing student

learning and in maximizing the time and efforts of teachers. The

promise of the system was such that this type of instruction was judged

. too important to ignore. Rather than invest heavily in CAI, however,

an attempt s made to try the system at a low level before expanding;

First one term aand later two more were purchased.

111*
This report examines the present level of operation, first from

the viewpoint of those familiar with CAI operation arid theri'from

the standpoint of efficiencythrough cost-benefit analysis), Apprecia-

tion is- expressed to all thoqe who responded to interviews or who took

, time to prqvide needed data for this report. The conclusions' nd

recommendations are those of the author, liald he assumes fu1 esponsi-
.

bility for their accuracy. It is hoped that this report can be of

use to those connected with the program in deciding upon direction

and level of operation for the future.,

J. N. Eastmond, Jr.
December 23, 1974



III. DE$CRIPTIO1 OF COMPUR ASSISTED INSTRUCTION OPERATIONS

Using the computer for computational assistance is not new at

Utah State University. The computer science dePartpent, various

engineering departments, and othes, have been using the computer for
I

years to speed calculations and to allow fc5P the solution of complex

problems. However, the idea of using the computer as a substitute

instructor (or tester) is somewhat newer, and its applications -s

in conjunction with programmerinstiction, individualized, and

self-paced learning models--are still being explored.

Arguments For CAI

Education has been criticized by. some observers (e.g. Machlup,

1970) as being locked into a "labor intensive" mode
0
of operation

requiring large numbers of highly skilled teachers. One proposed
1.

means of increasingefficiency has been to substitute capital for

labor; for example, use a tomputer terminal or media to increase a

teacher's ability to instruct, and thereby provide the same or

improved learning for less cost. 'Aside from the economic arguments,

advocates ofCAI have cited the advantages to be obtained:from

self pacing of instruction from the immediate feedback and motivational

aspects of the computer. In some schools (e:g. the Air Force Academy

or Brigham Young University) extensive use is made of CAI, to include,

rentire courses structured around the'comPuter. The quotation from

Kenneth Boulding is illustrative of the promise many see from the

application of computer technology:

A



The computer is an extension of the hutan mind in the way ,

-
e that a tool or even A automobile is'anextension'aof the

l'iuman'body. The automobile left practically no human insti-
tutiog'unchanged as a resui,t of the increaae in human mobility
w ich it permitted. The impact of the computer is likely
to e just as great, and indeed the whole world of electronic
media this represents . . . an exterision of the human nervous

system and what is perhaps even more important, a linkage
of our different nervous systems. (Boulding, 1968, p. 209).

The Terminals In MLLRP ,

The acquisition of three computer terminals for_the Merrill Library

and Learning Resources Program (MLLRP) began the CAI program. The

first CRT terminal was purchased in May, 1972, with 'funds from the

Instructional Deveropment operating budget, and two additional terminals

were acquired later that winter made possible by an allocation from

the Provost's office. ah.

The terminals, Beehive Models No. III-A, were purchased from
nr.

Beehive Medical Electronics Inc., Salt Lake City, Utah. Each ofC\thel

three terminals clopely'resemble a television screen with a typewriter

keyboard attached. CRT (Cathode Ray Tube) Terminals suci as these haite

the advantages of speed of presentation and good readability.' The

disadvantage, however, is teat the message erases completely and

instantaneously, leaving no "hard copy" as a.teletypt terminal would

produce. In order for the student to keep a copy of the material,

he has to make written notes. The
r

library does own one teletype

terminal but has used it mainly for bibliographic searches and assorted

library uses,, rather than for CAI or CAT.* .

*An explanation of computer terminologyoused in this report is
found iti the Glossary on page 29.

/
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The.computer terminals Were intended to augment the various

8
media and learning mode's then-available in the library. The terminals-,

were placed in the Audio Visual area of the library, where their

o eration,could be monitored by library personnel. While it was recog-

ni d that three terminals did not represent a major commitment to

this mode of.instruction; it Was hoped that: (1)' faculty Members:

ti

from various departments could use these centrally located and acces-

sible terminals for purposes that would complement their own courses;

(2) programs and expertise with CAI could.be developed on campus;

and (a) Utah State University would not be completely ignoring afield

which appeared to have considerable promise fdr future growth.
1

CAI V. CAT,

During the two years of operation in MUM', the most frequent

.1

12r

use of the computer terminals has been for computer-assisted, testing

(CAT)e, Students come to the library at their own convenience to take

. req4red quizzes for a class. The computer asks them Multiple choice

questions covering material they have studied, 'they enter their

answers, and the, computer tells them if their response was corrector

incorrect as well as supplying t}. correct response. In addition,

the computer records their answer and, atthe option of the instructor,

s

gives an item analysis or scores of groups of items demonstrating a

particularjskill to the instructor. By including- several alternative

forms of the test, the student who faillto obtain a passing grade
2

can retake the exam 4 a later,pitb after restudying the material.
-

Some limited use of computer assisted instruction (CAI) ha4 been
.

made On these terminals, particularly''during the fall quarter of 1974.

In this mode of operation; the -student is giveg:instruction similar.

10
,
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to that encounterl in a programmed text. He

...-----dealjng.wih the material presented and must
*

helis given immediateoconfirmation br corret

testing represents an abbreviated form of CAI

mode is used.

Operational Difficulties

is asked certain questions

enter his answers, to which

ion. Computer assisted

, where Only the questioning

,Following initial installation'of the computer terminal, problems

\\
With egaipment breakdowns were much more frequent than had been antici-

pated. A number of reasons for these breakdowns has been Suggested,.

and these will be examined more dompletely ip the Besults'section blow..

At this point' it should be noted that mechanical difficulties were many

and varied; that the'process of'debugging" has gradually improved

J ./
the' eliability of the operation; but that operation of'the system

.
,

,..

snot been smdoth and outine. Considerable effdrt has gon into
,'.

aking.the operation both imple and reliable, and at.the present timee,
t,

the terminals are'r4pOrted to be relatively .trouble- free.- Within the

past two months, the terminals have been moved to a different section*

4
of'the library--on -t fourth floor With the microfilm, microfdim,,

and microfiche readers.

The present provision for service is not under a service'agreement.

When a terminalmalfunctip..ns, a call is placed to the computer center

where a progTammer/specialist traces down the problem. If the problem',
-

involves the program or the main computer, this specialist can handle'

, it. If the problem trace the telephone line connecting, terminal

and computer, the Bell Telephone Company repairman is called in.

Finally, if the terminal itself is defective, a repairman must be

z h 4
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called .up frohlSalt Lake City or the equipment must be taken to thee

Salt Lake City office for repair. Real difficulty can result when"the

exact location of the malfunction is not apparent, because each party

A
involved can'maintain that his portionof the system is not -- responsible

c4

for the breakdown. The shared responsibility r maintenance plus

the obvious complexity of the system tend to increase the amount-of time

that the syste ip down," i.e. inoperable.'

Financial Arrangements

As,ouentioned above., the initial outlay for the terminals was made

with the original purchase. The cost of the operational costs is shared

as follows:

1) The cost of the computer line and monthly equipment cost are shared

equally bythe,MLLRP.and the` Exceptional Child Center.

2) The telephone line cost is paid by the MLLRP.

3) The MLLRP pays for the staff -time to monitor CAI operations.
a

4). -The cost of programmer time to set up the initial program is paid

b< the departmentor instructor involved.

5) The cost of maintenance, which fluctuates considerably, is shared

between the parties involved.

At raction To Facult Members

The present system was designed to encourage pOt,ential users to

be ome involved with CAI. The purchAe price of the terminals has

be n covered, and the operating rdg4 of MLLRP defrays,the Major portion'

of the monthly expense.

Personnel to monitor' the operatims, as well as an extpnded day

of service, offer potential.advantagep for users. Coite4ol-theuser

1

2
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are mainly deve/opmenta,r, although =Ile month-to-month operational expense

is involved. Reactions of potential users t6 the -system is reported,,

in the "Findings" section blow.
0
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IV. PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY ,

This study was requested in early October with the expressed

purpose of clarifying decision alternatives concerning CAI in the
..... Ki.

Merrill Library. The scope. was purposely limited tthe and resources
a

i an

to allow quickturnaround of information.

1°

Research Questions

A set of research questions proposed for the study is given in

Appendix A. Questions were geneally descriptive in nature, the following
yg*

being the main questions:

1) To what extent is the CAI systeM in use at present?

2) What factors have encouraged or hindered CAI usage?

3) How.do people feel about .the sygtem?

4) What alternative approaches are available and how feasible

are these)

The Questionnaire

To obtain answers to these questions a series of four questionnaires

was used to pollNtudents, library staff, faculty users; and prospective

users. Following a 'brief pilot testing, students.and.prospective

faculty users were polled with a telephone interview, while for library

rstaff and, resent faculty users a structured interview was used. The

standard que tions asked each group are given in Appendix.B. Additional

questions were asked i the interviewer felt that useful information

could be obtained.



q

.
The numbers of persons interviewed were_purposely kept small:

students - -four; library staff--six; potential facility users--four; and

, '...-/ / . ci lk(.,

.

_ I ---- -present faculty users--four. Tothie eighteen people who were form 'ly

interviewed must be added at least four additi.onal people who were

helpful in sug,lying data or ideas for the study. /

( /
V /

, -)

Faculty and staff to be interviewed were selected on the busis of
t % ,

f rity oranterest in the CAI operations, recommended by Dr.',

Douglas Alder', Associate Director of the Instructional Development

,
.

.. _
.

Division of the MLLRP and Dr.- Max Peterson, Associate'Dire or of
,,

the MLLRP. Students were chosen from the class,roster ofMr. Robert

.
Mecham taught spring quarter. - 12, u '

;"
lit .

Data Distillion ,

,e------k

No attempt -1.itmade to use statistical procedure to analyze the /1

/ t

data obtained in part.,because of the small numbpr of/persons interviewed

and in part because of the research questions 41examined. Rather, e

.
,

,.

results have been reported as closply to the wording and intent of-the

original person interviewed. Where a useful observation or suggestion

could be gleaned fin- the reps)rt, this has been done. It is recognized

that these result have passed through the filter of one observer's

interpretation d as such are not objectified in the sense that some

inquiries could bet.

Cost-Benefit Data
0

0

Cost data have been extracted from records.of expenditures wher-

ever possible. In many cases, however, where an estimate has been

necessary, this has been done using the best informed judgment available.
0

Projection's of w).nter course loads were made by contacting the instructors



a

7

involved. The rata' (Iale .for -deter ining costs, and estimating benefits.
ft

is giver in Appendix C of this report.

1
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V. RESULTS

Perhaps the, best place to begin in repoLing results is by recom-
%

mending that the reader turn to Appendix B and read some of the responses

given.
A

Some real insight into the system's operation from the point of

view of stulgts and staff, potential,users and present users, can be

gained.
N

.<F
.ThiS section attempts to syntheSize the data reported'there;o

condense the findings reViting to the major investi6.ted questions.

Feelings About The System° .

Expressions of feeling toward the CAIsystem are generally positive,

with skepticism and some fairly strong negative feelings expressed by

a

some persons.

Student response was overwhelmingly cepaiiiie after the initial

hesitation'that was reported in learning to work a new machine.

Although all but one had experienced some frustration when the machine

'was out of order, df these students--in remembering their prel4ioU,s

experience, roughly six montg:-Prriously--expresSed good feelings

about the system.

Present faculty users,were somewhat more aware than potential

faculty users of difficulties which can occur, and thus were somewhat

more reserved in answering the question Of whether they Would recom-

mend the.system to a colleague. Responses were affirmative, but only

if the'colleague was judged sufficiently flexible to handle difficulties

which could arise. All but'one user indicated that a back-up system--

Cr
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e.g. a paper and pencil quiz - be made available if the computer

were inoperable,

Feeling's)among library staff :toward the CAE operation were mixed.

Of the six people interviewed, three expressed strongly negative

feelings about the sy8tem, one strongly positive, and two somewhat(

ambivalent, expressing both positj.ve and negative feelings. The

recent move of the'terminals to the fourth floor of the library has

reduced this potential source of'conflict to a large extent.

Present Level Of Usa
0

ge 4

Within thef past three months, there has.been a rising level, of u

of the MLLRP terminals.. Prior to that time,.the testing program of

Dr; Robert Mecham of the Business Administration Department was

virtually the only program in-operation.' In a'Class Of roughly

50 students, eight quizzes taken at the HUPP terminal were required

during the quarter. Assuming that each student took each quiz one and

ope-half times, since one retake was allowed with no penalty to the

student, roughly six hundred tests were taken each quarter. For

most of the quarters since the installation4of the terminals, Dr.

Mecham's program was theonly program being used.

Recently, however, Dr Rex Hurst, Head of the Computer. Science

Department, has arranged or two programs in a statistics class and

has several other options which he is in the process of putting into

operation. ,Mr. Robert Woolley4of the library staff has brought a

number of programs into operation and has plans to use them with .

0

classes winter quarter. Additionallfaculty members are anticipating

beginning winter quarter.

4
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A strong possibility exists that a second section of the business

administration course will be taught using the CAI quizzbs as'a portion

of the class. Others on campus have expressed qtterest in-using the

computer terminaor CAI purposes. To wh4 extent faculty members

will be able to implement these programs will depend to some extent

on the ability of the terminal' operation to hdldle2increased numbers of

users. The evidence is that, up to this time, the terminals have

been underutilized, but that the tend is toward more full usage.

Factors Encouraging' CAI Use

Many of the factors cited in the interviews as advantages of

computer.assisted instruction or testing have been cited already.

The provision for students' self-pacing for immediate feedback, and

for accessibility during extended hours of the day were seen as ad-

vantages for students. For teachers, the system was seen to offer a

useful way of eliminating routine tasks for the teacher himself

or for his assistant(s). The novelty of the approach was seen as an

advantage to both students and faculty as it helped to motivate students

and, expedite learning. Library personnel saw the system as a u

addition to the library's resources, with at least theoretical'

tential vIlue, although in some cases demanding more time than the
4

monitors could afford to give..

Factors Discouraging CAI Use

The comment of one faculty user serve's to highlight 5or

disincentive to the system. After experiencingoonsiderable frustration

due'to mechanical failure and finally removing his'program from use',

this person could say, "When the bugs get worked out of the system,

I want to know about it so our program can go back into operation."

I

A
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All persons interviewed were alike in wanting to see the ,system work

smoothly. While it is acknowledged that major improvements have been

' --
made in the system's reliability, there is no doubt that the frequent

mechanical failures have been the,greatest isinceative to CAI use ip
a

MILRP over the past two and one-half years.

Additional disadvantages cited were (1) scheduling problems at

peak periods in the quarter--often aggravated, by.mechanical problems

ding these times; (2) cost factors which would makc the" system

costly in comparison with other means, e.g. test correction by hand;'.

(3) the problem of students having to leave their department-arid go to

the library to use the terminal; (4).lack of instructor familiarity with
4

complex computer proceduresnecessary to set up programs; and (5) lack

of simple, specific instructions f udents and monitoring staff.

Alternative Approaches

Many of the proposed improvements offered by those interviewed

follow logically from the sadvantages listed above. Typical suggestions

/9

4

included:

1) Upgrade the mechanical reliability of the system to where mal-

functions are the exception ratter. than onplace.

2) Use a service agreement; if not from the equipment supplier, then

from a local e ctronicS technician, so that there is an incentive.

to maintain trouble-free service.

)3) Make student instructions breathtakingly simple.

4) Following a student response"to a question, allow more time for
o

the question to fade (or put under the student's control) to that

the question and alternatives may be re-read thoroughly.
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5) ''t'AProvide a training curseurse and a simple- operations manual to anyone

who'will be expected ,t,0 monitor the system.

6) ,Simplify the process of bringing. the system into operation.

1) Move the terminals out of the library and into the various-depart-
.

ments, 1

8) Offer a workshop to prospective faculty users .to explain the process

a0 of getting a-progtam operational. (

9) Have a simple manual for faculty usersto cite /programs which'
A .

a

are currently available in varipue'fields.
/ :z,

rt

10) Idcrease the number of,terminals. i

Some additional suggestion's, some vein], ingenious, ,do not follow .

directly from tated deficiencies, but may offer considt promise:

1) Purchase a "multiplexer" unit to improve the system's speed.. TheN-

present polling system is not instantaneous and does require

additional student time waiting. 'Extimated cost for this unit

about %4,006, but it would serve terminals other th MLLRP's

and cut monthly equipment costs.

2) Put some central campus agency-in charge of the proliferation of

CAI terminals to coordinate and maximize their use.'

3) Obtain a teletype terminal with "hard copy" capability.

4) With the assistance of the Eilgineering Department, put in a

computer line from the MLLRP terminal to the computer. For MLLRP,

the conduit already exists, and the saving each month ($91.90

for line and equipment) wctld be substantial.

5) Use present administrative terminals on a shared time basis for

instruction as well.



c

Other

above were

particular

ments, was

solutigs

suggestions were givel,.(See Appendix B), but those cited

judged most worthy of consideration at this tide., This

phase of the interview, elicitinA suggestions for impr

extremelrvaluable in enlarging the range of possible

to present problemb.

C,

22
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VI. '!/1 COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF nu?: TERMINALS
40

Cost - benefit, analysis has been-described by Irner (197%)) as a p

substitute for the pressures of theqMarketplaoe.i)a public institutional

getting. Cost-benefit offers a rational approach to maximizing return'

(enefit) based upon efficiency of spending (cost).

Limitations Of Cost-Benefit

In prefacing a cost-benefit analysis, it is important to emphasize

some limitations of such a study. Any calculation of costs must

necessarily involve some assumptions and estimations. There are a number

of formulas whiCh may be used, as well as alternative bases for comparison.

4
For example, a CAI program could be compared with other modes of in-

.

struction such as classroom lectures, slide-tape presentations, or typical

quiz sections. 'Anotlier comparison is across program options Sor the

CAI--e.g. sion, modification, phasing out, etc. Portions of both

approaches are attempted herein.

The important thing to emphasize yit any cost-benefit analysis,

Phowever closely tied to actual data, is hat the measure is only one of
4.

efficiency. Numerous other fact rs must be considered in making any

decision, such as the distribution of benefit to certain segments of

the campus population, the feelings of people involved, and the social

value of the project. Thus, it is possible for practitioners in the

study of cost-benefit--e.g. Barsby (1972) and Eastmond (1967)--to make

recommendations considerably different from those whilh the cost-benefit

model alone would suggest!

20
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This analysis involves the actual monthly costs or the best available

oestimates which could be obtained. An explanation of each cost computa-
-%

tion, actual oil. estimated, is inclupd in Appendix C. Estimates
(

costs are generally inthe average or iOw range, simply to allow con-f

clusions thet*the item costs &least this much. Estimates of.beaefit

o

have generally been average to favorable.

Assumptions

Certain assumptions are necessary in b4inning any cost-benefit

analysis. The present ones areas follows:

1) Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI),and Computer Ass'isted Testing

(CAT) are not distinguished in the calculations.

2) The C.A.T. program of Dr. 'Robert Mecham, which was virtually the

only program in use for most of the two and one-half years of

operation of the terminal, is,used as the cost-banefit baseline.

3) The CAI terminal could be compared with several different models

of learning. Hower, with the immediate feedback and individualized

pace, it appears to fit closest to the tutoring model, and costs ,

are calculated with this comparison in mind.
tr.

, 4) Calculation on a monthly basis (rather than quarterly or annually)

is'assumed to handle the periodic fluctuations anticipated in the

system.

Computation Of Costs

A detai ed computation of costs is given in Tables 1 through 3,

apportioning ts between MLLRP and the Business 'Administration Depart-
.

ment. Because of the basis for estimates used, while costs'could be

found to run somewhat,Aigher, it is doubtful that they are any less than

the total figurehown. The total cost is computed at slightly over

ergfit-hundred dollasi; ($802.81) per.month..
24.
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TABLE I

A Calculation of CAT Costs To'MLLRP

Note: An explanation of the basis for each figure is given.in Appen ix C.

( Monthly
Cost

Fixed Cost

A. Initial Expense For'Terminals $7,582

1. 'Depreciated over 5 years
at 6% interest $146.94.

2. Opportunity cost: interest
foregone at 6% simple inter-
est 39.00

B. Program DevelopMent

'1. Cost of mini grant ($300
depreciated over 5 years.
at 6%

2. Opportunity cost: interest
foregone at 6% simple inter-
est

5.80

1.50

C. Cost of Floor Space (Estimated) . . 25.00

Total Fixed Cost To MLLRP $218.24

II. Variable Cost

Al Telephone Line Cost

1. Monthly equipment cost
(shared 50-50 with Exceptional
Child Center) $ 34.40

2. Computer line (shared 50=50)
with Exceptional Child Center) 57.50

3. Restricted telephone line 2.50

B. Maintenance Cost On Hardware, under
hypothetical service contract, estimate
based upon $20/month per unit . . . 60.00

C. Personnel Cost (administration cost
plus_one-fifth time of person
monitoring) 300.00

25 VariplesCost To MLLRP t454%40

TOTAL, All Costs To MLLRP per month @ . . . . $672.64



TABLE 2

A Calculation of Monthly CAI Costs To The
Business Administration Department

I. Fixed Cost'

A. Program-Development Costs
(estimated $2,000 depreciated over
5 years at 6% interest $38.67

B. Opportunity Cost: interest
foregone at 6% simple interest 10.00

C. Instructor Time Cost in
pr gram development, assumed
equi alent to alternative
quiz rocedure and not
calc ated

O

II. Variable Cost

0.0"0

Total Fixed Cost $48.67

A. Monthly Charge for Computer Use

1. Data Storage (estimated) . . . . $15.00

2. Computer time'in use*.
(estimated) 26.50

4o.00
B. Computer Specialist To

Troubleshoot

Total Variable Cost .... . . . $81.50

GRAND TOTAL, All Costs To Business
Administration Department per month

*NOTE: A new billing system through the computer center, allowing
any run of less than 5 seconds to be billed to a central

o account, will shift this expense from the Business Department.

19
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TABLE 3

Summary of Calculated Monthly Costs of The CAI Program To
MLLRP And The Business Administration Department

I. Fixed Cost

A. To MLLRP $218.24

B. To Busines's Administration 48.67

Total Fixed Cost $266 91

II. a lab's Cost'

A. MLLRP

B. To Busines/s Administration

Total Variable Cost

$451+4o

81.50

GRAND TOTAL," All Costs per month,

1)

O

$535.90

20
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Computation Of Benefitt

. Ben its are figured as the number of student sessions with the

corributer, during a month's time. Dr. Mecham's class typically has an
e 4 ,

enrollment of 50 students who take a total of eight quizzes at the CAI

Aerminal during the quarter. Students are allowed to take the quiz

a second time without penalty and many of themdo so. Assuming that

each student takes every other quiz twice, a total Of

t00
sessions per

\uarter or 200 per month is thusiobtained.

Cost-Benefit Calculation For Previous Operational Level

A calculation of Cost-benefit would show:

Costs $802.81/month
Benefits 200 student sessions/month - $4.01/student

session

At the present time, this cost-is a rtioned at approximately

84 percent.to MLLRP and 16 percept to usiness AdministrAtion. Clearly,

this program is expensive at the preset level operation.

A comparison with a hypothetical tutorial model is useful at this

point. It is assumed that student tutors could be hired at $3 per hour

and used to tutor three students per hour. If additional costs of

$1.50 per hour could be assumed to cover (a) administrative overhead;

(b) salary fringe benefits; and (c) office or classroom space, the total

cost per houi- of tutoring would be $4.50. A cost-benefit ratio would
4

show a cost of $1.50 per student session. At the low level of CAI

operation, the CAI model is about two and one-half times as expensive.

as the tutorial model.

Cost-Benefit For Projected Expansion Winter Quarter

However, if the number of students served by the CAI operation is

expanded, as projected, the unit costs in the program drop. As was
1 aj
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mentioned earlier, this expahsion has begun to take place during

fall quarter of this year. For winter quarter, a total of five

additional classes are expected to use the CAI terminals. The estimated

number df student sessions for winter quarter is calculated as follows:

TABLE 4

Estimated Student Sessions For Winter Quarter

4

Program C

No. of
Students Sessions

Repeat
Factor

Total
Stud nt

Ses$ ons

A: 'Previous Program 50 8 1.5 600

- B 150 7 1.0 1,05

C

a

70 5 ,1.0 350

D 25 5 1.2 150

E 12 s 2 1.0k 24

'Quarter Total, Student Sessions 2,174

Monthly Total, ptudentSession's

This expansion is a major one, more than trpling the previous

level of usage. For the most part, this is being'done with pre-existing

programs, or modifidations of these. No attempt is made here to cal-

725

culate the increase in firmed costs, in each case an investment in 'a

computer program, debugging it, etc. However, variable costs will. rise,

as estimated below:
t

TABLE 5

Anticipated Increase DI Monthly Variable Costs
Due To Expanded Usage

fAdditional Personnel Cost (increased from one-fifth i

to two -fifths time, plus administrative costs) $300
1

ea
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(Table 5, Conty'd)

-

Additional Computer Data Storage (at twice present level)

Additional Computer Time In Use (at $10/month/program)

Additional Computer Specialist Time To Troubleshoot
(at twice present level)

TotalvAdditi9nal Variable Cost Per Month .

23

$ 30

"4o

$410

The major increase in expense is anticipated to be in personnel

time involved in monitoring the operation. At least three times as

many new st'ents will need to be oriented to the operation. Scheduling

will likely be essential to accommodate all students. In short, at

. leat an additional one-fifth of the staff monitor's time will likely

be needed.

The calculation of a cost-benefit ratio for an expanded program is

as follows:

o

Previous Total Cost + Additional Variable Cost 1212.81 $1.67/

)"Benefit' Increased Student Sessions 725 student
session,

This ratio approximates much more closely the cost for the tutorial model

($1.50 per session). Further expansion* could likely bring the CAI

operation into a position of relative advantage over,the tutorial model.

However, the feasibility of such expansion with existing equipment has

yet to be demonstrated.

*
*Dr. Mecham has indicated possible interest of a colleague, in
Business Administration in possibly using the same quiz program.
Other interested potential users were noted in the interviews.

a0-
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Capacity Of Existing System

A question ought to be raised as to the maximum capacity of,the

existing system, and whether the proposed expansion will push it to its

limits. Assuming an average time of thirty minutes per student sesIsion7-

including explanation time, familiarization, breaks between users, etc.--

each terminal could handle two students per hour, a total of nine

students per hour. ThiNis a fairly generous time allotment, as many,

sessions take considerably'less than twenty minutes.

With terminals accessible 300 hours per Month, aimaximum of 1800 student

sessions per month.i po ible in theory. The proposed expansion in
ti

usage would utilize 725 student sessions per month. The program would

o

then be utilizing well under fifty percent of the system's capacity

(about 40 percent).

While it may be necessary to set up a formal scheduling system and

a system of pacing in assignments to prevent end-of-the*quarter overload,

winter quarter will not be near the system's capacity. Thus, arguments

to bring in additional computer terminals seem to be premature at

this time, particularly in view of the need to demonstrate that cost-
.

efficiency similar to the tutorial model can be attained.

Conclusions

In conclusion, it can be seen that the CAI system has been under-

utilized up to the present time. Costs per, student session have been

relatively high for the CAI terminals up to this point, over 0 per

session, due to the relatively small number of students served.

Given the experimental nature of the program, as the pilot. project for

possible4greater utilization, as well as the exposure' demonstrated

favorable and experience with computer applications given to both

31
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faculty and students, the expenditure can probably be justified. This

cost, however, is estimated at more than twice that of a comparable

tutorial program. However, if the operatige'- xpanded as anticipated

'0

for winter quarter, it is estimated that costs trill be more nearly

comparable to the tutorial compg.riison Model, but still somewhat higher..

The key to making the CAI terminals cost efficient at this time

is seen to be increasing'the numbers:of faculty members and students
o

' using the facility. Giv.en additional expansion, it is anticipated that

the CAI'systhem could be made to operate more efficiently than the tutorial,
.. I

(

,- system. However, such efficiency has yet to be demonstrated, Given
p .

a9 .

the estimation that the expanded CAI use would still utilize the terminals

fj about AO percent of the available time, two conclusions can be drawn.

First, there is considerable room for expansion in the numbei-s of

students and faculty served at this time. Second, any-attempts to increase

the number of terminals through new acquisitions, would seem to be pre-

mature at this time.

. The question of.what the minimum, cost per session could be, using

the present terminals,. is difficult to estithate. Certain economies

may be affected, expansion of progr s and numbers of students served

may be maximized, but only with an crease in variable costs sucb"\as

monitofIna nersonnel costs, comput expenses, and maintenance. At

some point, given the cost constraints described above, cost reduction

reaches a limit. For the present system, that limit appears to fall

between $.75 and $1 if half-hour sessions for each student are sched4ed

and between $.50 and $.75 if twenty minute maximum sessions are scheduled

(with costs shared by MLLRP, the computer center, and various depart-

ments). Such calculations become extremely tenous, being merely

32
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extrapolati ns of present data; but.they do estimate some theoretical

limits to efficiency of operation of the present system.

It has b en suggested in one of the interviews that CAI may see

kind of co t reduction that has happened with electronic' calculators

in recent years` If so, it will be anew aenerLion of CAI terminals

and programs whi h will bring this about. At the present time, CAI

operation must ge erally be. justified on gr9Eds other than cost ef

t ficiency alone.

at,

.4?
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VII. RECOMMENDAT NS

Based upon the intefVfeVs with present aid potential faculty

users, library staff, and students who are acquainted 'with the Computer

Assisted Instructim program at the Merrill Library and Learning Resources

Program .(MLLRP), the following major recommendatiqns are offered:

I Set Up A Clear Maintenance Agreement and.defin4,t.e responsibilities
"I

to keep down time minimal P'r the terminals. If a lOcal techni-

clan can be found'and service can be setup on a monthly basis,

with parts and labor provided as necessary, this would seem to be

the most economical approach. Reliability for this system is a

must,

2) Expand Usage Of E*isting Terminals. There is evidence that a

number of potential faculty users of the CAI terminals are avail-

able and that the number scheduled for winter quarter will greatly
4

decrease the cost per student of operation to aevel comparable

but slightly above that of a tutorial model, Considerable

enthusiasm for this approach on the part of faculty and students

would seem to justify an attempt to expand usage. If all &oes

well, it can likely be expanded to a fairly favorable cost-

efficient position.

3) Conduct, A Feasibility"Study to see if the fairly substantial line

and equipment costs paid to the telephone company can feasibly,

and lega1137 be reduced by having a' ine located in existin

conduits.
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4) Relocate The Library's Teletype Terminal to the, CAI area to allow

for its use or instruction as wei-1 as its present use in hiblio-

graphic.seaYches, etc. While some provisions for soundproofing

may be required, there appears to be enough interest in a hard

copy system to justify making this available for both CAI and

library use.

5) Continue Efforts°To Simplify Operations, from the standpoint of

faculty and student users, as well as from monitoring library

staff. For students, this could be a one-page, step-by-step set

of instructions. For library monitoring staff, a brief booklet

of instructions on what procedures to follow for troublesome

situations would be helpful. For faculty members, a booklet on

how to pelect an existing program, how to obtain assistance, etc.,

could be helpful to them and useful in encouraging others to avail

---

. themselves of the service._ In any_case, simplicity is crucial.

..,
RPM Up A Simple MOPitoringAistem, giving a record of costs and .

usage of the terminals, whichcould be examined at ,periodic in-

tervals (e.g., every quarter) to compute the relatiAre efficiency

Of the system.

In conclusion., the CAI system appears to have considerable support

from users and is in a positiop--through anticipated expansion of

terminal usage-to demonstrate a level-of operation that is more cost-

efficient than has previously been the case. It is recommended that

this course of action be followed, but that additional purchases of

complex hardware or more terminals be avoided until a more cost-efficient

level of operation is reached and can be maintained. If such a level

cannot be attained, it is recommended that a hard look be taken at the

system to see ifits benefits justify the_ olerational costs.

ti

t
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VIII. SIMPLIFIED GLOSSARY FOR CAI

Some observers have accused the people who wo round computers'of
speaking a new language. While this is an ov rstatement-, certain terms
are often used which may or may not be familiar. Herelis an aktempt at
clarifying.

"Bring up the system" Putting the terminal into operation through a
step-by-step procedure.

C.A.I.

0
C.A.T.

"Computer is down"

C.R.T.

Computer-Assisted Instruction.

Computer-Assisted Testing.

The computer (or terminal) is out of operation.

Cathode Ray Tube; a particular type of terminal
. where the.message is gilep on a screen (similar

topT.V.).

'"Debugging" Process of correcting errors in a computer program.

"Hard copy" Message from the computer given on paper.

Hardware The mechaniCal parts of t'he system; thercomputee,'
line, and terminals.

"Hot Reader" Type of terminal where a program (usually small) is
fed in and gives the printout immediately. A "self-
service" computer.

"Log on" Putting the terminal into operation through a step-
by-step procedure.

Multiplex A particular way of combining messages from terminals
in different locations.

Polling "I A method of taking Ithemessage. from tw6 or more ter-
minals and transmitting it on a single telephone line,

Printout Same as hard copy. Message from the computer given
on,paper.

'Software The computer program, the message, the content.

Teletype Terminal which gives a printout.

Terminal A unit, similar to arypewriter, through which
messages are sent to and received from 'the com
puter.

-29-
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND SOURCE OF

DATA FOR COMPUTER-ASSISTED IR TRtCTION

Administrative Information

1. To what extent is the CAI system in use at present?

a.. number of terminals
b. number of departments
c. number of programs available
d. number of students affected

2. What are the costs of the system?

a. initial outlay
b, of operation
c. of maintenance
d. of operator time
e. to,department's use

3. That alternative solution strategies are available?

Records of Operation and Maintenance

1. What is the frequency of CAI use?

2. How. much unanticipated down-time?

3. How frequently are repairs necessary?

4. That maintenance expense is incurred?

Questionnaires

1. What types of learners use these facilities most effectively?

2. What evidence.is available to support the effectiveness of this system?

3. That advantages does this system have over other systems?

4. How do people learn about theosystem? gtP

. ,

5. What mechanical expertise is reJuired to operate the terminal?

6. Who are the professors and students that avoid this type of instructional

mode? What are their reasons?

A-1
40



( A-2

7. How much operator time is involved in using CAI?

8. What alternative syste9 are available?

9. How do users-and non-users (students, faculty, and library staff)

feel-about the system?

10. Of students who have used the program, how much frustration was
encountered?

eP

41
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APPENDIX B

Research Data From Interviews Of' Library Staff,

Students, Present'and Potential Faculty Users
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PART I: LIBRARY STAFF

,4'4*

l., What has been your relation to the computer terminal operation, and
how long have you been involved?

birecting the operation. Two years. et

In my division, but not direct supervision. One and one ha years.

Occasional assisting t the computer users at the counter. Since the

beginning of computer operations.

Program maintenance and simple troubleshooting. At least one year.

Recently place0 in charge of orations. One to two months.

Monito/4 operations at the terminal, terminal operator for two years.

2. Has your experience thus far been generally favorable.or unfavorable?

Favorable -

Unfavorable - 3

Ambivalent 2 : Program portion all right; but terminal operations
unfavorable.

/See^many podsibilities for tides, but can also see
administrative difficulties.

3. What advantages do you see with this mode?

The system has great library possib ities, particularly as a device,
to allow the self-motivated student t -pup:s-ue- studies on his own.

There is considerable flexibility hoer the system is used. It offers

a Pull range of media possibilities, with an interactive mode of learning.

Students enjoy playing with it for the sheer novelty.

is good for the ambitious student. For -one thing, it offers immediate

feedback. For'another, it allows the student to retake the test--up

to three times with the present program. . It is a great safer of sec-
retarial time in giving and scoring the tests.

The hours are flexible for the student to use the terminal. The cost

of paper as well as the slow speed of other alternative models make

this system more efficient than a 'hard 'copy" sygtem. Also, it is

more reliable.

An itell analyof questions on the quiz is available' to the in-

structor, '0.: low him to see which ones were missed most and what
misconcept'o s exist.

4
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In thy, it frees up instructor time. It saves him time in

grading papers.

B-2

A learning program is best in transferring facts'. Material is-

covered at the learner's own rate. A quiz becomes a learning device. ---

4, What disadvantages or problems are you aware of?

Ths system is often unreliable. I think it is a form of "window

dressing" to make our programs appear soRhisticated by saying that

s we have CAI.
L, iV

It seems possiblg_that the system to this point has had inadequate

funding, supervision, programmilig, and training.

The terminal reliability to this point has been questionable. There

has been a constant effort in maintaining the system.

Because the recording of scores4was unreliable4 it was necessary to

Set up a mar a? back-up system which came to be very time consuming

for staff.

Staff members at the terminal have beeh.unable to diagnose problems

directly when they occur; They have had to depend upon the computer

center for support. There is one key person responsible folspotting

dificulties; when he is gone, the system breaks down and stays

inoperable.

Thei-e is a tough communication problem between library staff and

computer experts. We speak a different language.

4 When the main computer goes down, it shuts down our operation, and

it is sometimes a long process even finding out what has(happened.

-)
The Beehive Company may have been less expensive initially, but one

wonders'if the supplier is not less reliable than others might have

been.

There is a problem with slow response time: A student enters the.;

finformation'and has to wait for the computer to come back with An

hswer, due to the me,ttld of polling now in use.

Personnel at the terminal were already spread too thin with all the

other activities required of thet. The time cost--for recording

scores and monitoring operations--has been high.
0

There is a problem with any such mechanica
is between the student and the instrpction.

operation: the machine

The need to tie into a computer cewtek that is physically removed

from the library operations is a bit o a problem. Attitudeabetween

the two groups have sometimes been less than favorable. Sometimes

it apPears that the computer people want to be depended upon.

44
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/

The System Ls inherently a fixed mode. There are really no

variables in the give and take of instruction. It is best suited

for programs with very straight-forward subject matter, 6--

,
tl

--5. How much mechanical expertise is needed to handle the operation?

There shouldn't be much needed. It,ought to operate like an auto-

mobile, where the driver knows how to drive but.-not fix the'Machine.

The continual change in operating procedures (estimated 5,or 6 per-

quarter) kept things complicated. -

The need fOr computer security, and in some cases secrecy, can' be
- .

'tricky.

GoOd basic instructions for those involvetwith the computer operations

0 are a must, but the mechanical expertise 'required is very little.

People at the terminal need to be able to handle small, routine'. ..

procedures. -

Virtually no mechanical expertise is necessar. People must be able

to follow written instructions, and that is about all.

. What suggestions for improved operation would you make?/

Make directions for 'operation simpler and less lengthy.

Make the picture fade slower after a question has been answered to

allow the student to see why he missed the question if he did. i

.

The hardwarehardware has simply got to be made more reliable. Some sort ,

of service agreement with a computer company might help.

Operators of the terminals should be interested and receive training

for the job.
5

There should be a refrikher or orientation course o-fon those involved

with computer operations. A manual for operatton--covering the Very

basics--should be available at all times at the terminals.

Put the terminals in the computer center to avoid the distance problem.

Put the terminals in a place where people have the necessary time to

handle questions that arise.

We will eventually need more terminals if the demand continues to

expand. For winter quarter, at least four instructors will be

using, this system, involving 30 to 40 different programs.

Instructions should be made simple enough that a student canbring

the system into operation and take°Steps to- overcome a malfunction.

";;
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o

There is-A need for a simple documentation guide ,,p_xstudents.

We should to able to simply s4cn in or sign off in a very abbreviated

form.

-- -There ought to be a single number, possibly with a recording, to tell

when "The computer is down".

The operation needs to get away from the role of a " service desk" into

a more casual, library service type of operation.

We should take a look at alternative equipment systems arid how feable

they are at this point.

We shoUld continually monitor the qualft-TOf pr?gram operations, i.e.

an ongoing, less formal evaluation.

7. How much operator time would you estimate is involved in:

a. Explaining to a student on his first time?

1-2 minutes: 2

3-5 minutes: 2

6 orgmciit:

No estimate: 1

b. Bringing (the terminal) up into, operation?

1-2 minutes: 2

3-5 minutes: 1

No estimate : J 3

6. Operating when the student knows how?

0-1 minute: '3

No estimate: 3

o

d. In maintenance breakdowns:

This question had to be amended to ask.how often, on the average,

these were likely to occur.

Two per day, when many people using-

None in'the past two months.

1



The troAbleis that when a bre

_my uncommon to spend 15 minutes wi

This poses a problem when other

Service on breakdownl has been
spring,,

4

8. Additiohal comments:

B-5

down does occur, it is not
h one person getting it fixed.
people are idaiting for service.

onsiderably faster since last

Vprograms are written simply, th re is little problem through

6iipment malfunctions.

,Atesently there is a program, "Co4sewriter",,which explains the

Commands necessary for computer op?ration to prospective faculty

users. An additional drive program is available entitled "USU

TOacher". /
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A DIARY OF' COMPUTER TERMINAL ACTIVITIES

Kept By'Library'Staff Members 0) Monitoring
May 21-23, 1974

/ 5/21/74 '12:45 p.m. All terminal;' tent down. I called the Computer
Center, and they said they had'some trouble and
that in 5 minutes I should bring all thre* ter-

epals up again, from the first step.

8:-.00 a.m. Terminals-were ala down last evening - they kept
repeating:° "enter student #". They°were o.k.
this mo;ining.

5/22/74 8:56 a.m. ./ I tried to bring up the terminals.- the screen
said "System problems, bown'in 10 min. for
5 min. - Log-in denied at this time". Student
left.

+it

9:30 a.m." , Terminals o.k*, now.

10:35 a.m. All 3 keyboards locked,- I waited 5-10.min. and
called the computer specialist. He said wait 5 mig.
and try again.

10:55 a.m. The computer specialigt called,us to say the
computer is down -'hence all terminals down. He
said I shoulthcall operati6ns in about 1/2 hr. to
gee if the computer is working again. He also said
I. should keep checking the terminals to see if
the polling light is on. The student left.

12:00 noon I have been checking, and the keyboards are all
'locked. I called the computer center and they
have no idea when the computer will be up again.
We are having all students sign up for new times.

4:00 p.m. All terminals still down.

5/23/74 10:10 a:m. Terminal stopped on question-13 of a student's quiz.
Recoveiry system didn't work; she had to begin again.

12:40 p.m., All terminals down - "keep repeating enter student #".

1:30 p.rA, O.K. now

3:301p.m. All terminals down - entire screen 'filled with
designs and numbers. I called the computer
speCialist. He said to clear screens and try again.,
It didn't work. Hesaid he would clear every-
thing and we should wait a bit and bring them all
up again, from the first step.

B-6 47
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6/3/74 8:20 a.m. I tried to bring up the terminals: The keyboards

were locked. I called and waited for the computer

specialfst. I told hit thp,t the keyboards were
locked,and he said "HaVe.you called operations?"
He transfer'ed me to operations, and again I waited.

When theyanswered, I told themvhat was wrong,
and they said they would fix it. I waited five
minutes and checked again - now the keyboard light
was polling. I started the procedure to bring
them up; but.when it came td the Usercode, it kept
answering "No work file" on all the terminals. I

called and waited for the computer specialist; he
wasn't in. I waited for someone in operations -
they said "we had an unscheduled cold start thAe
morning, check with us again in about 15 minutes."
I watched, the screens and in a few minutes they
printed "Please'log-off for 2 hburs for cold start".
Ali-students left.

0



PART II: STUDENTS

1. What previous'use have you made of the CAI terminals in the
Merrill Library?

The respdnses to this item were the same for all students. All
had been eneolled in Dr. Robert Mecham's class, Business Adminis-
tration 360-2, during Spring Quarter, 1974, and had used the CAI
terminals to take the required quizzes for the class.

2. What were your feelings about the system? (favorable, unfavorable, etc.)

It was a new system for me, and I was a bit jittery. After the
first two times, I was favorable toward it.

There Was a new experience, and I had some apprehensions. As soen as

I became familiar with it, I was favOrable.

Favorable (2). .

. How long did it take you to get accustomed to using it?

After the first time, it was easy. I had a good demonstration of
how to do it.

After two times, it was no problem.

A few minutes was"-all it took me.

After I'd gone through the program once, it was easy.

4. How much frustration did you encounter in using it?

I ran into a couple of problems. One time it cut off when I was

halfway through the program. Another time I got the saMe questions

2-3 times.

It was annoying when the machine was down.° For one stretch of the
quarter, the machine was down at least 50 to 60 per cent'of the time.

It went well for me after the initial tries.

I had a problem with giving the correct answer but being marked
incorrect. Several other students reported similar problems.

It was inconvenient when the terminal was down. You would plan your

,,schedule and then have to make adjustments to come back.
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Would you say that this type of instruction fits your style of
learning?

Yes, I like the variety that the terminal gives. Also, the instant
feedback is a help.

This was a new experience and fun for me. I like being presented
with pne question at a 'time and getting an instant answer.

The scheduling flexibility was helpful to me.

For me, this mode has more pressUre on the student. It seemed that
we had to speed up in answering.

. What things do you particularly like about the system ?;

Convenience in scheduling.

Immediate feedback. That way you don't get a misconception.

The speed of operation.

Novelty. It has to be better than.the same old paper and pencil quiz.

People are very helpfUl in showing you how to operate it.

The system is fast and you can work at your own speed.

What would you improve?

The program needed to be really debugged. Reliability was a problem.

Mechanical problems caused a couple of breakdowns. The operator
taught me how to carry out instructions to solve the problem,
'however.

The level of difficulty of the questions shcrald be standardized. With
random choice operating, it seemed that some people got easy quizzes
and others got tough ones.

A student should be able to go back to a previous question.

I could have used more time to see all the answers. After responding,
it would be nice to see the correct answer and then compare it with
the other choicess rather than having the picture,fade immediately.

The beep after the question is distracting to me.
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE: POTENTIAL FACULTY USERS

1. How did you first be0me interested in using CAI at
Library?

-

I talked with someone in Instructional Development,
Was some interest generated, in a workshop on campus
criterion reference testing. P

the Merrill

then there
dealing with

I had some experience at the University of Florida which got me
interested. When I was at Clark University there was interest
as well. Vt that time I was interested in combining a video
test reeoi,ding with computer assisted instruction. I wrote a
proposal which I wanted us to set up--an audio visual tutorial
system.

Roughly two years ago I heardoabouts.the arrangement through other
members of the faculty in our department.

, 2. To what eXtent have you used it with your classes on campus?

I haven't used the system at the Merrill Library. We have developed
a program. at the exceptional chid center which uses criterion
reference testing. It is a tape prograt that lasts from 15 to 20
minutes.

I have written two programs which are available. I decided against
using the system on the advice of the computer people. There was
too much time and expense involved.

I had wanted to use a compatible languagq program with a printout
and program branching capabilities. However, I decided to use
the hot readers at the computer center because I needed a hard
copy (printout) and neede'd to have a number of programs available.

3. Is-i4 something you would recommend to other faculty members?.
How do you feel about this system?

Generally yes, if the program is applicable to their interest.

"4. What featur-es are helpful` to you?

I want a positive learning experience for my students because I
feel that it is important that they be.fanfiliar with this type of
instruction. They get a good feeling when no mechanical difficulties
are encountered.
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5. What problems have you encountered?

The cost was judged prohibitive to our present system (a hand

record keeping system). We use a point system and need to keep

track of about 150 students. \
When mechanical difficulties crop up, students don't learn and

they pick up poor attitudes.

What addition 1 uses could you-see in your field?

Computer assisted instruction using the computer to teach could

be useful but to this point has snot been explored fully.

This teaching system makes a good group exercise.. You have a

group work at the ,computer terminal and talk about, questions as

they4arise.

There ought to be 61e appliCations in computer classes. I am

interested in'an interactive program with simulatiefi on four stages

or levels4 1) a simple branching program for introuluction, 2) inter-

active games such as-'the investment games, 3) simple statistical

packages fox correlation with actual data, and l) an actual problem

situation where the computer is used -06 solve a problem.

7, What suggestions would you have for improved u age?

We like using it in the library because of (e location and later

hours, It'would help us to keep the library use open at least

through 10 o'clock at night.

There needs to be a spilled person oh hand to log.the students

or-or to troubleshoot mechanical problems.
-r

We could use a,program that would give us a hard copy printout.

It seems to me the accessibility is the key touse in this program.

The terminal should beput into the place where all can use it.

It-ought to be made available to the professors who want to use'it,

and we.ought to encourage its use.

We need to remember that the time of students is valuable.

We need to maximize the benefits of the computer in the minimum

amount of time,
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V.

INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE: FACULTY USERS

1. "How did you first become interested in using dAI at the Merrill
Library?

I was interested in frequent testing with immediate feedback, and
I was having a problem with makeups. got interested in a test
scoring program through the computer and have gone ahead with that.

Through Instructional Development. When .I first started work in
this center I did not presently use the terminals at,the Merrill
Library.

We havd presently quite a few computers in our own department. We
have a portacon and a mini-computer. I became interested'in the

t. terminals in the library bccbuse we need more space and this could.
save us money.

We have a shortage of teletypes now. I think we can generate enough
Work to keep 12 terminals busy.

2. To what extent have you used it with your classes on campus?

So far we have two programs as supplementary to a statistics class.
4 We are presently working to get a computer assisted instruction

package. available.

We use it for unit quiz .?.s; testing students each quarter. I

previously had two programs which allowed students to take exams
at their own schedule with three re-takes possible. We had to

. phase this out due to unreliability of the system.

We have computer terminals in our own department we use for
testing programs in three classes--one using fie quizzes, one
using three quizzes, and one using six quizzes.

3. Is-it something you would recommend to other faculty members?
How do you feel about this system?

fl

I am favorably disposed to CAI in general. It eliminates major
problems in scheduling and monitoring quizzes.

Good. I would like to see 30 to 40 terminals here on campus.
We might take a lllesson from the Air Force Academy where hot
readers and computer terminals are available to practically any
student for practically any class. 1,1

I would recommend it to some faculty members; however, they do
need to be able to take some frustration because the system "does
not always operate as anticipated.
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I can't recommend it at this time since in our own case we had
to discontinue use due to unreliability. We hope that this can be
improved; and if the.bus were taken out, it has_real potential.

4. What features are helpful to you?.

We have developed our-own testing program which gives tpe instructor
his test score for each conceptual area. He can spot areas of
strength and weakness quickly for each student.

It-seems to me that teaching programs should have priority over
testing prograrts. For one thing, testing is considerably cheaper
Using other means.

It the repetitive nature of record keeping and quiz

adm iStration. The time saving alone is valiwortsluable.

In theory the system is really a good one. Students seem to like it.

5. What problems have you encountered?

At first we had a problem meshing our equipment with the, system at

the computer center. We had aclot of down[etime at first:- I should
say there has been a 10,000 per cent improvement since then. It

works quite smo9thly

It is difficult to provide instructions that are simple and that
can be Used0ay the student.

The programs have to be adapted to natch with the central system.

There seems to be a problem in tying up library personnel for what---/
is essentially a control function--test security.

Mainly our problems have been mechanical in nature. It seems like

we are continually debugging. It seemed that the terminals kept
b'reaking down.

6. Do 3i-ouThave abaCkup system? What is it?.

Yes. If necessary, we use the teaching assistants to grade the
printouts.

Yes, a hard copy system which we have had to use two 9r three times.
The,program is set up to simply print out the ques-Lions which the
Student can then respond to.

There is no need for a backup system. Repair,s_can be taken care of
soon enough that it would be more trouble than it is worth.
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Yes. The papery and pencil quizzes are available with the secretary
like we had before we set up this CAI program.

7. What additional uses could you see inyour field?

, It seems to me dt cow d be used for teaching if the course content
is not changLi much from quarter to quarter. We are premodualizing
some courses.

There have been co t reductions in this kind of equipment in the same
way that calculator have been reduced in price. It seems to me that

they will become more available at lower prices in the future.

Some other people in ourkatpartment could likely use this type of
program.

There ought to be some ty"to-use these facilities in research.

Statistical work can 1 Ione in a similar manner that we now use

a teletype system. Th same computer terminal that is used to

instruct can also be uted for innovative work.

There is a way to usP the computer terminal for monitoring--Computer
'Assisted Monitor (CAMS). This system can be used for keeping track
of where a child is in the process of teaching. It gives the teacher
Immediatefeedbaok and records data for research at the same time.

8. What suggestiOns would Till have for improvement usage?

We have been able to get many of the bugs out of the program now,
and it seems to me that there should be a summer training for the
7,-,rsonnel who monitor the terminal._ There should be someone 3.4ithj

experience handling monitoring difficulties.

As-boon as all the bugs are out of it, I wani, to go ahead with oui-

program. Students need.an'orientation session. They ought tq have
about five practice.sessions just to learn how it works.

There are quite a few options for instructors which as soon as we
feel the programs are reliable should be presented to others.' It

seems to me that it is a good idea for a workshop. We need manpower

available on the job with computer science training.

With slight modifications we could put a "multiplexer" unit to
compress the messages. lithe cost would remain the same, and speed
would be increased greatly.

These terminals ought to be used for teaching rather than testing.

Why couldn't the people in the engineering department be u9ed to
set up internal telephone lines? The network is already there.
They would simply have to string the lines. Why pay Bel Telephone

for a line we could put in just as easily ourselves?
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It seems to me that computers that are presently being used for Q.

administrative purposes should be made available for stuaent
instruction after hours.

As,there are peak periods in administrative usse, it should be
possible to cut down the computer use by administrationpossibly
two hours in the morning and two hou'rs in the afternoonand then

free up the lines, for instActional use. I recognize there would
be some monitoring problems, but I think these could be overcome

easily.

We need someone to handle information system on campus, a central

°planning agency instead of a haphazard prolif6ration of computer

terminals. e k

Ohe thing that ,is'imthe process of being implemented now is a
aeneral University budgeting account, rather Than having to keep

track of each account separately. When the SO is less than five
seconds, it can be billed to the central accoftt. We feel that

it incriases 'the probability and makes "pcopl less reluctant to use

.the ,service, This show 'be available very so6n.
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APPENDIX C

An Explanation of Calculations

of Costs And Benefits
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Costs To MLLRP-

I.A Initial Cost Of Terminals

CRT t45-1-2793- Purchased May, 1972

CRT 45-1-2814 Purchased March, 1973

CRT 45-1-2815 Purchased March, 1973

$2,582

2,50Q

2,500

TOTAL $7,582

(Source: Inventory Records)

1. With the rapid advance of computer technolo equipment is generally

considered obsolete in three years and fuctiona/ for eight years.

Depreciation over five years represents a medium point. However,

the alternative depreciation schedules at differing rates of

interest and at different interest rates are as follows:

Period
of Time

AMORTIZATION

Monthly Payment

OF $7600

Interest,Rate

60 80 100

3 years 231.22 238.17 245.24

5 years 146.94 154.11 161.49

8 years 99.89 107.45 115.33

(Source: Federal Building andjioan Monthly Mortgage
Calculator For Conventional And F.H.A. Loans, Boston,

Massachusetts: Financial Publishing Company, 1973)

The interest rate chften is purposely low. Any money obtained in

1972 would have been more expensive, probably,considerably.

2 This figure represents interest'foregone% having money invested.

Once again, the
,

low interest rate (6%) has been chosen. Money

placed in a time deposit' for five years at any insured bank would

58earn considerably more. -- C-1



B. Cost of floor space: This could be'calculated quite precisely

as a proportion of the total area in the library. The estimate

($25) is considered conservative when the following considerations

are included:

Depreciation of building costs
Cost of utilities: lights, heating, }ter, sewer

Janitorial service
Proportion of expense for stairs, lavatories
Rent of tables the terminals rest upon

This calculation was not made because the total areabfor CAI

use (estimated 60 square feet) was not large enough tp justify

the effort involved.

II.A.l. This cost, monthly, equipment cost, is paid directly to the

telephone company and concerns the complex equipment involved

in the polling operation. (Source: Telephone bill for

Instructional De elopment)

2. This cost, paid to Computer Center, covers the line cost.

(Source: Computer bill for Instructional Developm(t)

3. The telephone line for the.terminal. (Source: Telephone bill for

Instructional Development)

4. The maintenance costfor the terminals to date has been handled

as needed, whenever terminals were not functioning. An effort

was not made to go back and total all maintenance expenses

to date, since maintenance was judged unsatisfactory. The present

arrangement has been expensive.

Rates quoted by the sales representative at Beehive Medical

Electronics, Inc., as the present price of service agreement through

Sorbus or SEM was $350 per year per terminal. ($87.50 per month

for three terminals) It is likely this could be reduced for

three terminals together.



The figure used is based upon the specialist' s estimation that

this program did not require more than one or two hours per

week.
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The present programmer pay schedule is as follows:

Junior - $6/hour; Senior - $9/hour; Lead (Profession - $11/hour

Assuming that the top category represents the rogrammer

employed to write this program, a total cost of $1496 is

calculated.

An additional $504 is added in to cover

1) Unanticipated programmer time -

.2) Tryout expense, debugging the program

3) Later expenditures to improve the program

B. Opportunity Cost: The same basis for calculation described

for MLLRP.

C. Instructor time, cost in program development, admittedly quite

extensive in this case, is not computed for two reasons:

(1) a mini grant from MLLRP for $300 was figured into the fixed

costs and (2) it can be assumed that alternative quiz pro(_:dures

would have ;to have been developed, probably quarter after quarter,

which would be roughly equivalent to this program.

II.A. The monthly charge for computer uso was the average of the previous

five months billing for "on line storage" ($41.50). The division

into "Data Storage" and "Computer Time In Use" was obtained by

the instructor's estimate of $15 to $20 per month for data

storaGe. The charge for computer use is seen to increase over

a one-quarter period.

B. The cost of the computer specialist to troubleshoot has been

covered by the Business Administration Department. It becomes

difficult item to estimate due to the-sporatic nature of calls

for service and because the need for these calls has fluctuated.
MS,
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Tie estimate of 00 per month is based upon use of a qualified

maintenance person in Logan. It covers labor, (at $12-per hour),

parts, mileage, etc.

C. Personnel Cost: This estimate assumes minimal administration

plus one-fifth t' of the person monitoring (c.a. $3 per hour).

'Present hours of terminal accessability are as follows:

Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m., T:00 p.m.-10%00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

11:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

Total hours: 75 per week. Figuring four weeks per month allows

for holidays, schedule changes during quarter breaks, etc.,

comes to 300 hours per month. It,is recognized that the work

loa . ill be heavier in some portions of the quarter and lighter
4

in others. If weekend access to the terminals is not provided,

cost is estimated at $232 per month.

Costs To Business Administration Department

I.A. Program development-costs were estimated on the basis of programmer

time involved by the technical specialist/troubleshooter as follows:

Writer Test 40 hours

Analysis 30 hours

Summary 25-30 hours

Paper Test 10 hours

Questionnaire 20 hours

Master File 3 hours

Files 1.5 hours

Class Files 1.5 hours

TOTAL 136 hours
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